KADS Committee COVID19 Meeting
Tuesday 28.09.20
Virtual Meeting due to COVID19
Attendees: LT, EW, RS, DT, MD, JB, CC, KH
Apologies: ET, MG
Covid Action Plan
The Covid Action plan had been circulated. It was agreed that the covid officer should not be the
sole go to person, but for all committee members to discuss and decide on rather than one
person making sole decisions. This will be communicated to the club.
Track Night
The committee would like to get track night back up and running but we will need to speak to
Rutland first to find out what measures they have in place and if we are able to use it.
Nicola Chamberlain has offered to act as a point of reference as she works for the centre.
We have previously shared the track with another club, so this is something we would need to
check with the track to see if they have processes in place for this.
If the track is covid secure, we can have a ratio of 1:12 run leader/runners
Colliers Wood
The idea of restarting Colliers Wood was discussed as this is a missed KADS event. The
meeting area for Colliers wood could be an issue for gathering, and as there are loops this could
cause people to pass. There is the concern over public perception and potential complaints; the
committee doesn’t want to do anything to potentially destroy relationships with Friends of
Colliers.We would need to ensure that we have all the risk assessments in place and mitigations
documented.
Led Runs
Run leader aspect of the led runs is ensuring that everyone sets off okay and get back okay. It
was decided to focus on Track Night before expanding on led runs as this would be quicker to
solve.
Committee Roles
Steve has resigned from his Handicap role and Daz/Kirstie have resigned from the Goose Fair
Gallop role.

GFG - there is a lot of planning involved with the GFG and there is concern that there may not
be the opportunity to race next year. A subcommittee would be ideal to look into this
Handicap
Handicap starts in Spring/Summer so there is no immediate rush to fill this role
Health and Safety Policy
EA have said that off road runs can be done in the winter as long as there has been a risk
assessment of the route and members are all wearing torches. Our health and safety policy
states no unlit roads so this would need updating in line with this.Members would need to be
told about being aware of footing and the chance of twisting ankle/falling over etc is higher and
explain that it is off road and unlit

Next Meeting
Thurs 15th Oct 8pm

